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BACKGROUND
1.

2.

I have been asked by the City of Melbourne to comment on proposed draft site specific
planning controls for and rezoning of the former Peter MacCallum Cancer Hospital site at 2
St Andrews Place East Melbourne.
In particular Council asked that I have regard for the State and Local planning policies and
how these proposals are reconciled with these strategies, particularly in reference to:
> The form of the potential building/s including height and bulk as envisaged by the draft
DDO
> Comment on the development envisaged by the controls in relation to Fitzroy Gardens and
the surrounding context
> Views and vistas
> Access and movement through and around the site
> Site context
> Characteristics of the area.

SUMMARY OF OPINIONS
3.

The proposed controls inadequately respond to the unique attributes of the Eastern Hill
Precinct in which the site is located
a) The proposed site sits within a location of special historic and social significance and a
place of high urban design value.
b) The proposed site has abutments with built form of high historic and urban design
consistency and value dating from Victoria’s emergence as a self-governing state,
interspersed with an ensemble of places of worship that remain key locations of
significance within the metropolis.
c) The site has direct relations with the Fitzroy Gardens, Treasury Gardens, St Patricks
campus Gardens and Parliamentary Gardens. These are typically of historic, aesthetic,
scientific (horticultural), archaeological, architectural and social significance at a State
level and are amongst Victoria’s oldest public gardens. Fitzroy Garden’s citation notes it
as the ‘Peoples park in the City,’ a place of relaxation, passive recreation and
entertainment since the establishment in the early 1860’s.
d) The design of the parklands and the abutting public buildings in the Eastern Hill areas like
Bourke Hill form an integrated whole that provides a compelling and world class narrative
of a colony and later State’s ambition to create a liveable city of high civic and amenity
ambition.
e) In this context the appropriate strategic and statutory planning response for the site needs
to demonstrably understand these key relationships and their implications.

4.

The built form and urban morphology attributes of Eastern Hill bounded by Spring, Albert,
Flinders and Clarendon Streets is notably different with its predominantly civic and amenity
purpose and is demonstrably different in character from that which exists within the
commercially oriented CAD Hoddle Grid. The importance of this transition and the
hierarchical narrative of these relationships was recently acknowledged by the Panel
reviewing the C240 Bourke Hill Amendment.
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5.

In my view the material relied on is at best incomplete and fails to sufficiently acknowledge
the unique and special attributes of the place in formulating its response.
a) The reliance on a couple of viewpoints in conjunction with offsite overshadowing impacts
for a limited time of the year (the equinox between 11am and 2pm) fails to recognise the
larger impacts and transformations of the character and urban narrative for the State’s
heart of governance and inner urban amenity arising from the proposal if implemented in
its current form.
b) The proposal if adopted will become the dominant built form in the precinct and hence will
undermine a narrative which at present remains coherent and unique in the city.
c) The proposal in its current form would not protect the special relationship of the
parliamentary offices and buildings in the Treasury Gardens and Treasury Place from the
visual intrusion of new built form above the current roofline.
d) The proposal in its current form will have significant impacts on the northern plazas and
landscapes on the south side of St Andrews Place at the eastern gateway to the
Parliamentary Offices as demonstrated by the lower scale existing conditions outcomes
provided with the precinct material.
e) Whilst already arguably too intrusive in being
visible from some vantage points of the
Treasury Gardens above the Parliamentary
Offices, the taller built elements and
underlying principles of the Park Hyatt
development have sought to mitigate the
impacts of intensification through a range of
measures.

Figure 1. View of Park Hyatt showing taller midblock form flanked by double loaded perimeter campus forms

f)

Unlike the Park Hyatt wherein the taller tower form is embedded in the centre of the site
and where substantial canopy tree buffers are accommodated between it and Tasma
Terrace to the west and where setbacks of more than 20m are provided to both the streets
north and south, the proposed DDO provides the potential for a continuous perimeter wall
edge of unprecedented dimensional character in the precinct combined with heights of
similar anomaly.
g) It will have in my view a significant detrimental impact on the precinct at odds with orderly
and appropriate strategic and urban planning and contrary to the objectives of existing
State and Local Planning Policy.
6.

As a specific response to the material provided in support of the amendment, I find the urban
design and architectural analysis poor in its scope and content.
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a) Mapping of scale and storeys have adopted broad ranges that poorly respond to obvious
and special attributes of the precinct and hence fail to inform the outcomes.
b) In a number of important instances the mapping is also inaccurate. In particular the
subject block and adjoining areas are poorly indicated:
> Tasma Terrace for example is described as 5-9 storeys and 14 to 28m in height.
> A site visit shows a building of 3-4 storeys in height to its street interfaces.
> The use of a colour coding of 14-28m is not useful in informing the existing character
and form of this element.
c) The east edge of the parliamentary office to Lansdowne Street is described as 5-9 storeys.
The image below shows how unhelpful to the Panel such a notation is. A more useful
response would have described the extent of development of 1 to 4 levels, 5 to 6, 7 to 9
and 10 and above and to more accurately map the extent thereof.
d) To describe St Patricks for example as 20+ storeys as an envelope, the Park Hyatt central
form as 10-19 storeys when there is a major central courtyard therein are each unhelpful
in describing the characteristics of each.
e) The mapping should accurately reflect the characteristics which would in turn speak to the
important referencing of the scale of the parliamentary offices precinct in the eastern
gateway response to the St Andrews Place hospital interface.
f) In my experience when working in areas of high heritage significance, a detailed
understanding of heights and deliberative responses to them is typically expected through
the Burra Charter and heritage approval processes. At present the underpinning work is
unhelpful.

Figure 2. Showing the referencing in scale and materiality of the hospital and adjoining Parliamentary Office interfaces

7.

The urban design and architectural reports fail to acknowledge the irreplaceable locational
synergies of the subject site with other adjoining areas of State governance and health. This
is disappointing in the context of a rapidly growing city with emerging needs. Commercial
leasing of office space at the top end of the city is facing increasing competition for available
space from development where higher and better use has been identified by the commercial
market for private accommodation, with the former Esanda Building and 35 Spring Street
recent examples of this shift. The application also suggests this as a likely outcome in this
instance for the controls that are proposed suggesting that the bias of the controls is likely to
make private residential accommodation rather than office the highest and best use. Such an
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8.

9.

outcome would position this as the only private housing in this precinct where housing has
not historically been located.
The site sits within an area where the most significant built form that could be supported
would, like the hospital that occupies the site, be associated with a proposal with broader
public benefits. Such an argument has been supported in a number of cases in the recent
past with which I have been involved for public health projects of regional and State
Significance and Universities and research facilities.
The proposed repurposing of the site for private use should typically result in a smaller visual
and land use footprint on the precinct than one generating a demonstrative public benefit
synergistic with other facilities.
a) Contrary to this hypothesis, the current proposal suggests the reverse and is in my view
inconsistent with State and Local Policy objectives.

10. The historic health and wellbeing role of the precinct warrants the application of stated
government policy to ensure any divestment of appropriately located public land for
residential purpose incorporates affordable housing.
a) In this instance the proximity of major public hospitals, parklands, public transport, health
services, education and training and employment make this site an ideal opportunity for
provision of affordable housing within the broader mix of development.
11. The proposed plot ratio basis for design in this instance is poorly evidenced and lacking in
strategic support in my view and the basis for the realisation thereof appears limited in the
material provided. In that context it would appear from my analysis that the proposed plot
ratio and perimeter block approach and the 9:1 suggested are without well-reasoned
foundation given the special context.
12. The site analysis and design principles explored and footprints adopted are poorly argued.
a) The document provides no precedent examples that sit within similar contexts of sensitivity
and significance.
b) I am not satisfied that any of the examples put forward by the applicant in the testing of the
outcomes would be supportable if taken to a permit stage suggesting that the underlying
assumptions of GFA are at best optimistic and at worst likely to establish unrealistic
expectations of what might be able to be delivered with an acceptable outcome in such a
special part of the city. The absence in the report of benchmarks that acknowledge this
very special location is of serious concern.
c) The sectional analysis is at best inadequate and fails to provide the necessary informing of
appropriate street interface view analysis from the treasury gardens precinct and across
the site. Further work that usefully informs much of the interface responses despite
potential for visibility above the Parliamentary offices from the Treasury Gardens and from
within the broader precinct and gardens of State significance.
d) The building envelopes suggested in the DDO have not been in my view adequately
tested for their visual impact and shadow impact on the adjoining places, most notably the
Treasury Gardens and Parliamentary offices precinct to the south, the St Patricks precinct
to the north and the Fitzroy Gardens to the east.
e) The suggestion that there will only be limited views from these areas has not been
demonstrated through analysis. Indeed my own visit to the site suggests the proposed
MGS ARCHITECTS
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controls are likely to result in a highly visible outcome when seen from a number of places
of high historic significance. These impacts must be understood to inform an appropriate
response.
f) It would be reasonable given the established statement of significance of the adjoining
gardens and places to test the built form enabled by the proposed DDO and plot ratio
against these attributes and the planning scheme as is typically required for any private
sector development in an established area.
g) Undoubtedly this analysis would result in very real concerns about impacts arising from
visual bulk and impact on views and character that might have then informed a more
nuanced and modest response.
h) The integration of design response themes suggested on p3 of the Tesselate report is not
manifested in the design responses. No plans have been provided that give any comfort
that the proposed realisation has had sufficient regard for the necessary measures to
achieve standards now seen as necessary for any development of the types proposed in
locations such as this. Examples of this include setbacks to the hotel open space,
pedestrian permeability through the site and activated landscape responses suggesting
the extent of the proposed provisions have provided little direction to the design firm as to
what might be core deliverables and what might be discretionary that collectively inform
the appropriate response for each of the typologies investigated.
i) The suggested inclusion of showrooms as a potential use in a location such as this as
shown in one option go to the earlier concerns that there is insufficient understanding of
the significance of the precinct in State and Local terms.
j) The residential option examined for testing in the Tesselate analysis of the DDO envelope
is predicated on assumptions of accommodation mix that would result in an outcome with
nearly 2.5 times the apartment yield of the Dallas Brooks site, a site with more robust
scale interfaces. Contrary to that proposal, the options in this instance propose no
substantive extent of open space or setback. This combined strategy and basis for
feasibility, would suggest that an overly ambitious development yield is being sought.
13. In this instance there are a number of key themes that should inform the design response
that include the following:
a) The design controls for the site should support a campus in landscape response rather
than a perimeter block morphology. This would be consistent with the history of site
development in the precinct and indeed of the subject site and more broadly the attributes
of urban character that have been acknowledged as special. It would also better align with
the range of controls and heritage overlays already evident in adjoining sites and the
contribution to public placemaking undertaken by adjoining development but not
suggested in this amendment.
b) The development response of a 36m street wall to the majority of the Lansdowne Street
frontage should be replaced with a design response that presents typically lateral and
lower facades to this interface of narrower dimension interspersed with landscape zones
that provide a substantial landscaping buffer and contribution to an increased and
enhanced public realm.
c) Development should typically be 4 and 5 level scale to the St Andrews Place interface and
southern third of the site and configured in a form that respects and responds to the
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d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)
j)

k)
l)

m)

consistent 4 and 5 level attributes of the Parliamentary Offices to the south of St Andrews
Place and the generous public landscapes that form part of this street interface to the
gardens.
Should the existing hospital building on the corner with Cathedral Place be maintained like
the former Mercy hospital, then a case for retention of the existing taller marker scale to
this corner can be supported.
Like the Park Hyatt to the west, taller built form should be of modest footprint and
substantially set back from street interfaces in a midblock location in the manner adopted
by other recent new development with a park interface.
The proposed heights for development should be lower than the Park Hyatt Hotel to
ensure:
(1) The built form is visibly stepping down towards the gardens to the east and south and
the Cathedral precinct to the north (i.e. City to landscape).
(2) Built form is not visible from the adjoining Treasury Gardens above the parapets of
buildings in Treasury Place.
(3) The visible built form edges to street interfaces is characterised by built form of
typically 4 and 5 level scale. The current proposal suggests as shown in the Tesselate
DDO analysis that a building with a 10m setback from either street could be expressed
as a single form from ground level to the mandated maximum height. The outcome
could be an 18 to 20 residential storey building depending on the street interface with a
10m setback to each frontage. Such an outcome would be in my view highly
detrimental to the valued character of the precinct and an unacceptable proposition for
government to be advocating as acceptable.
In addition to the majority of the Lansdowne Street frontage incorporating setbacks, new
development should provide setbacks from the corner of St Andrews Street and to parts of
the Cathedral Place interface in conjunction with through block links to stitch the proposal
into the urban morphology of the neighbourhood.
There is a strong basis in both the history of the site development and respect for
adjoining historic context to adopt a model of a campus of buildings in a landscape, not a
perimeter block as currently proposed.
Specifically, perimeter block morphologies should be avoided as a response to a
landscaped campus context.
In contrast to the midblock location for the Park Hyatt the high level of visibility of the
subject site has a considerably greater potential for negative impact and needs to be
predicated on a lower rather than higher development outcome.
The response should provide generous landscape setbacks in particular to the interface
with Lansdowne Street.
The design response should incorporate pedestrian permeability via generously
landscaped links that ensure the proposal continues to reinforce the valued and special
attributes of this neighbourhood.
The built form response should not be one that dominates the neighbourhood either in
height or bulk. Rather the design response should provide a well-mannered response to
the campuses of State significance to the East, North and South that ensures that these
neighbouring precincts retain their preeminent legibility and status.
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n) Landscape and placemaking on site as well as at interfaces should form a key part of the
design response given the importance of interblock streets, lanes and landscapes within
the Eastern Hill precinct.
o) Through the proposed application of both of these elements in a manner unprecedented
for private development in this precinct, back of house service and car parking access
should not form part of existing street interface areas given that these form key interfaces
with the park or key connecting pedestrian streets between the CBD areas and the
adjoining parklands areas.
p) Insufficient manifestation of the need for exemplary placemaking and urban design is
manifested in the proposal and insufficient core deliverables notably enhanced and
expanded open space and block permeability is embedded in the DDO at this stage.
14. The proposed DDO revision and building envelope result in outcomes with significant and
negative potential built form impacts in my view on the amenity of the adjoining Fitzroy
Gardens and Treasury Gardens and the broader public streets and spaces contrary to the
policy objectives of the City of Melbourne Planning scheme.
15. The development will have significant negative impacts on the adjoining streets of
Lansdowne Street and Cathedral Place.
16. The proposed DDO raises the likelihood of significant impacts on the currently undisrupted
relationship of the north eastern view to Parliamentary offices in Treasury Place from the
Treasury Gardens including the primary diagonal walk from Flinders Street to Lansdowne
Street, from the JFK memorial area and from a range of vantage points along the east-west
mid-park walk Parliamentary offices. The negative effects of insufficient consideration of
these issues is already evident with the taller element of the Hyatt hotel with this already
disrupting the skyline from some points introducing corporate branding and visual impacts of
unremarkable commercial architecture into a precinct otherwise characterised by built form
of high architectural, cultural, civic, historic and urban design value. It is in my view essential
that this error is not repeated if key objectives outlined in the Planning scheme and State
policy are to be achieved.
17. The proposed DDO will have a negative impact on the St Patricks Cathedral precinct and
views to the eastern parliamentary precinct from Spring Street and the Parliamentary
precinct as shown in the attached building modelling pf the DDO prepared by the City of
Melbourne under my direction.
Recommendations
18. The DDO should have a typical preferred maximum height of 5 levels to the St Andrews
Place interface and for the southern two thirds of the Lansdowne Street interface to respond
appropriately to the valued heritage context therein to the south and to retain a below tree
line scale when viewed within the gardens.
19. A new criterion should be established within the proposed DDO that ensures that there
should be no new development form visible above the profile of the Parliamentary office
buildings bounded by St Andrews Place, Lansdowne Street, Treasury Place and Spring
Street from any public pathways within the Treasury Gardens.
20. Similar to the approach adopted with the adjoining hotel site, the preferred height for
development within 6m of the Cathedral Place interface should be 4 levels and should
incorporate setbacks for landscaping and visual breaks for networks of landscaped public
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21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

streets and laneways between buildings linking Cathedral Place and St Andrews Place as
adopted for both the adjoining areas to the west.
Development above 4 levels should be setback a minimum of 9m from Cathedral Place for
development up to and including 6 levels.
The adaptive reuse of the existing 5 level 1930’s hospital “Crank” building should be
encouraged, with modest additional height for additional level/s encouraged to enable its
viable realisation.
The development of a mid-north block north facing landscaped plaza responding to the axial
alignment with St Patricks Cathedral and its southern forecourt should be encouraged to be
consistent with the contribution made by recent commercial and historic civic and religious
buildings as well as Tasma Terrace to the provision of publically accessible and usable
space within development.
The adaptive use of the existing corner hospital building is supported &/or its replacement
with a commensurately proportioned and scaled built form. In my view this built form should
be no greater than 10% larger in plan footprint and with a parapet no greater in height than
that existing. The removal of the mansard roof and replacement with a more recessive
setback lantern form is encouraged as the existing roof is visible from a range of points
within the adjoining historic gardens.
Development within the balance of the Lansdowne Street interface should incorporate
generous midblock landscaping areas for canopy trees that contribute to the enhancement of
the interface with the Fitzroy Gardens and the mitigation of development impacts.
Other than the corner form, development greater than 6 levels in height should be set back
25m minimum from each of the St Andrews Place, Lansdowne Street and Cathedral Place
interfaces to ensure its built form impact and visibility is minimised from surrounding heritage
places and public streets.
No part of the development should be visible from any point within the Treasury Gardens
and public accessible landscape faces and footpaths to the south side of St Andrews Place
should be free from overshadowing at the equinox between 10am and 2pm. Indicatively
based on the visibility of the Park Hyatt above the parapet as shown in the report new
development maximums will need to be lower rather than higher than this adjoining
development by approximately 6 levels i.e. approximately 20m in the midblock area with
further reductions to the foreground street interfaces from that currently proposed i.e. RL71.
Development should scale down from the tallest point midblock at the western abutment
RL71 with the central Park Hyatt form to no greater than 6 levels within 25m of the eastern
Lansdowne Street interface.
Development should be legible as a permeable landscaped campus renewal of the site with
a network of pedestrian lanes and series of buildings. A single built form will not be
supported.
The scale of the site enables the provision of car parking and loading management to be
wholly contained within the site off a new through block road network. Car parking and
loading bay access should not be directly located or be visible from surrounding streets
Design and place-making excellence is mandated for a site within a context of this unique
State and capital city value.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING CONTEXT
STATE PLANNING SCHEME
Relevant State Policy provisions include the following:
32. Clause 11 Settlement notably to direct investment towards well serviced urban centres
33. Clause 12 Environmental and Landscape Values, including that, ‘’Planning should help to
protect the health of ecological systems and the biodiversity they support (including
ecosystems, habitats, species and genetic diversity) and conserve areas with identified
environmental and landscape values
34. Clause 12.04-2 Landscapes wherein the objective is ’’ To protect landscapes and significant
open spaces that contribute to character, identity and sustainable environments.”
35. Cl 15 Built Environment and Heritage notably states that, “’ Planning should ensure all
new land use and development appropriately responds to its landscape, valued built form
and cultural context, and protect places and sites with significant heritage, architectural,
aesthetic, scientific and cultural value. And also notes an ambition for, “Creating quality built
environments supports the social, cultural, economic and environmental wellbeing of our
communities, cities and towns. ”Planning” it notes, “should achieve high quality urban design
and architecture that:
>
>
>
>
>

Contributes positively to local urban character and sense of place.
Reflects the particular characteristics, aspirations and cultural identity of the community.
Enhances liveability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm.
Promotes attractiveness of towns and cities within broader strategic contexts.
Minimises detrimental impact on neighbouring properties”.

36. Cl 15-01-1 Urban Design, notes in its objective the aim to create urban environments…”with
a sense of place and cultural identity.” Enabling strategies for this objective of relevance to
this amendment include:
> Ensure new development or redevelopment contributes to community and cultural life by
improving safety, diversity and choice, the quality of living and working environments,
accessibility and inclusiveness and environmental sustainability.
> Require development to respond to its context in terms of urban character, cultural
heritage, natural features, surrounding landscape and climate.
> Require development to include a site analysis and descriptive statement explaining how
the proposed development responds to the site and its context.
> Ensure sensitive landscape areas such as the bays and coastlines are protected and that
new development does not detract from their natural quality.
> Encourage retention of existing vegetation or revegetation as part of subdivision and
development proposals.
37. 15.01-2 Urban design principles
The objective here is, “To achieve architectural and urban design outcomes that contribute
positively to local urban character and enhance the public realm while minimising detrimental
impact on neighbouring properties.”
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The policy strategies note that, “Development must take into account the natural, cultural and
strategic context of its location,” and that:
> Planning authorities should emphasise urban design policies and frameworks for key
locations or precincts.
> A comprehensive site analysis should be the starting point of the design process and form
the basis for consideration of height, scale and massing of new development.
Landmarks, views and vistas
Landmarks, views and vistas should be protected and enhanced or, where appropriate,
created by new additions to the built environment.
Pedestrian spaces
Design of interfaces between buildings and public spaces, including the arrangement of
adjoining activities, entrances, windows, and architectural detailing, should enhance the visual
and social experience of the user.
Heritage
New development should respect, but not simply copy, historic precedents and create a
worthy legacy for future generations.
Architectural quality
New development should achieve high standards in architecture and urban design.
Landscape architecture
Recognition should be given to the setting in which buildings are designed and the integrating
role of landscape architecture.
38. 15.01-5 Cultural identity and neighbourhood character has as an objective, “To
recognise and protect cultural identity, neighbourhood character and sense of place.”
Strategies include to:
> Ensure development responds and contributes to existing sense of place and cultural
identity.
> Ensure development recognises distinctive urban forms and layout and their relationship
to landscape and vegetation.
> Ensure development responds to its context and reinforces special characteristics of local
environment and place by emphasising:

The underlying natural landscape character.

The heritage values and built form that reflect community identity.

The values, needs and aspirations of the community”.
39. The objective of Clause 15.03-1 Heritage conservation is ”to ensure the conservation of
places of heritage significance.” Relevant strategies include:
> Identify, assess and document places of natural and cultural heritage significance as a
basis for their inclusion in the planning scheme.
> Provide for the protection of natural heritage sites and man-made resources and the
maintenance of ecological processes and biological diversity.
> Provide for the conservation and enhancement of those places which are of, aesthetic,
archaeological, architectural, cultural, scientific, or social significance, or otherwise of
special cultural value.
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> Encourage appropriate development that respects places with identified heritage values
and creates a worthy legacy for future generations.
> Retain those elements that contribute to the importance of the heritage place.
> Ensure an appropriate setting and context for heritage places is maintained or enhanced.
40. Clause 16 housing notes that ”Planning for housing should include providing land for
affordable housing.” It identifies as its objective the delivery of housing to meet community
needs through strategies including:
> Increase of the supply of housing in existing urban areas
> Ensuring that the planning system supports the appropriate quantity, quality and type of
housing, including the provision of aged care facilities, supported accommodation for
people with disability, rooming houses, student accommodation and social housing.
> Facilitate the delivery of high quality social housing to meet the needs of Victorians”.
It identifies the central city and its environs as a suitable location for medium and higher density
housing.
41. Clause 16-02-5 Housing affordability seeks to deliver more affordable housing close to jobs
transport and services.

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME CONTEXT
Relevant Policies include the following:
42. The Heritage Act 1995 – Nine places of State significance are within the Bourke St. Hill
Precinct excluding Parliament House and its environs itself. These properties include
theatres, a hotel, commercial premises and welfare agencies. Views and vistas are also
available from the precinct along the Spring Street alignment and skyline, to other places of
State and World Heritage significance including the Treasury Building, St Patricks Cathedral
and the Royal Exhibition Buildings.
43. Planning and Environment Act 1987 – Section 4 of the act aims to conserve and enhance
those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, architectural or
historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value.
44. The importance in this case is that cumulatively these important heritage assets and spaces
constitute more than the sum of the parts. These are further elaborated on at a local heritage
policy level as noted in precinct Heritage Overlay HO500 and Interfacing Overlays HO176,
HO504 (Collins Street East) and HO507 (Little Bourke Street).

THE METROPOLITAN CONTEXT
Plan Melbourne
Elements of policy outlined in Plan Melbourne have specifically been directed to the special value
of the city.
45. Principle 1 A Distinctive Melbourne notes Melbourne has an enviable natural environment,
important Aboriginal cultural heritage values, a rich inheritance of open space, and landmark
buildings and streets created during the population booms of the Gold Rush and post-War
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period. To ensure Melbourne remains distinctive, its strengths will be protected and heritage
preserved. “
46. Direction 4.1 Create more great public places across Melbourne:
> By adopting a place-making approach, the standard of urban design of public places can
be raised across Melbourne’s suburbs.
> A more focused approach will be adopted to strengthen the design quality of public spaces
and the interfaces between private development and the public domain.
> Improvements to public spaces and more thoughtful integration of new development can
make a measurable difference to the amenity, economic vitality and the cultural and social
life of Melbourne.
> To achieve a consistently high standard of place-making across Melbourne, the planning
system will strengthen the design quality of public spaces and the interfaces between
private development and the public domain.
47. Policy 4.1.1 Support Melbourne’s distinctiveness, notes that, “Melbourne is a mosaic of
diverse natural landscapes and urban places, which contribute to the city’s distinctiveness.
Places that contribute to the city’s distinctiveness—including places that are part of ongoing
Aboriginal culture—need to be preserved.”
48. Direction 4.2.3, seeks to protect unique precincts and to, “Implement planning provisions for
mandatory height controls in and around appropriate central city locations such as Bourke
Street Heritage precinct and East Melbourne.” Implement planning provisions to ensure that
development does not compromise open and public spaces.” The subject site warrants a set
of planning controls that achieves these goals. The analysis of the DDO later in the report
self-evidently demonstrates these goals are not being met by the proposed amendment.
49. Policy 4.3.1 Promote urban design excellence in every aspect of the built environment, notes
that “The quality of Melbourne’s built environment, public spaces and amenity depends on
high-quality urban design. Plan Melbourne will ensure urban design principles and guidelines
are considered when assessing the design and built form of development and infrastructure
to create places that are:
>
>
>
>

accessible, safe and diverse
enjoyable, engaging and comfortable to be in and move around
accommodating of people of all abilities, ages and cultures
celebrations of the city’s social, cultural and natural heritage”.

50. As the largest procurer of design services in Victoria, the Victorian Government can lead by
example—setting a high design standard in its own projects.
51. Direction 4.4 Respect Melbourne’s heritage as we build for the future.
> Heritage will continue to be one of Melbourne’s competitive strengths, contributing to its
distinctiveness and liveability and attracting visitors, new residents and investors. Heritage
is an important component of Victoria’s tourism industry and benefits the economy.
> Aboriginal cultural heritage, including important landscapes and places, must be protected
and conserved.
> In time, new development will add to Melbourne’s rich legacy of heritage places. The
process of building a new legacy is important, just as it is vital that current assets are
protected.
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> Innovative approaches to the creative re-use of heritage places need to be adopted,
ensuring good urban design both preserves and renews historic buildings and places.
52. Policy 4.4.1 Recognise the value of heritage when managing growth and change.
> With all three levels of government sharing responsibility for protecting Melbourne’s postsettlement cultural heritage, decision-making must be consistent and credible and be
based on clear and widely accepted heritage conservation principles and practices.
> Realising the community benefit of heritage will require careful management of the
ongoing processes of change to the urban environment. Decisions must be based on an
appreciation of Melbourne’s past as well as an understanding of its future needs.

LOCAL PLANNING POLICY
Primary relevant areas of the Melbourne Planning Scheme are:
53. Clause 21.06 Built Environment and Heritage notes that “Melbourne’s character is defined by
its distinctive urban structure, historic street pattern, boulevards and parks, heritage
precincts, and individually significant heritage buildings. Heritage buildings, precincts and
streetscapes are a large part of Melbourne’s attraction and the conservation of identified
heritage places from the impact of development is crucial”.
54. The first objective of Clause 21.06-1 Urban Design is “to reinforce the City’s overall urban
structure. “
> Strategy 1.1 notes particularly in relation to this precinct: Protect Melbourne’s distinctive
physical character and in particular to, maintain the importance of:

identified places and precincts of heritage significance

the network of parks and gardens

the Hoddle Grid

boulevards.

the sense of place and identity in different areas of Melbourne.
> Strategy 1.2 Ensure a strong distinction between the built form scale of the Central City
with that of development in surrounding areas.
> Strategy 1.5 Promote development that is compatible with the scale, character and
amenity of public open spaces, and the environs of the Yarra River.
> Strategy 1.6 Ensure that development on the City’s boulevards respects and maintains the
prominence of their landscaped character.
55. Objective 3 seeks, “To protect iconic views in the city”.
> Strategy 3.1 Protect iconic views, including views to the Parliament House along Bourke
Street, The Old Treasury Building along Collins Street.
56. Objective 4 seeks, “To ensure that the height and scale of development is appropriate to the
identified preferred built form character of an area.
> Strategy 4.1 Ensure the design, height and bulk of development in the Urban Renewal
Areas creates a high quality built form.
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> Strategy 4.3 In areas where the existing built form is to be retained, ensure development is
designed to maintain the generally low scale and character of those areas.
57. Objective 5 seeks, “To increase the vitality, amenity, comfort, safety and distinctive City
experience of the public realm.”
> Strategy 5.2 Ensure that the scale, bulk and quality of new development supports a high
quality public realm.
> Strategy 5.8 Ensure development minimises the adverse effects of wind down drafts and
provides wind protection to public open spaces suitable for their role and function.
> Strategy 5.9 Ensure that development maximises solar access in public open spaces, and
creates microclimatic conditions for a high level of pedestrian comfort.
58. Objective 6 To improve public realm permeability, legibility, and flexibility.
> Strategy 6.1 Protect and enhance the character and function of laneways.
> Strategy 6.2 Ensure the design of buildings and public spaces enhances the public realm
and the pedestrian environment.
59. Clause 21.06-2 Heritage notes as its objective “To conserve and enhance places and
precincts of identified cultural heritage significance”. The key strategies by which it seeks to
achieve this relevant to this precinct include:
> Strategy 1.1 Conserve, protect and enhance the fabric of identified heritage places and
precincts.
> Strategy 1.2 Support the restoration of heritage buildings and places.
> Strategy 1.3 Maintain the visual prominence of heritage buildings and landmarks.
> Strategy 1.4 In heritage precincts protect heritage buildings, subdivision patterns,
boulevards and public open space.
> Strategy 1.5 Protect the significant landscape and cultural heritage features of the City’s
parks, gardens, waterways and other open spaces.
> Strategy 1.6 Within heritage precincts and from adjoining areas protect buildings,
streetscapes and precincts of cultural heritage significance from the visual intrusion of new
built form both.
> Strategy 1.7 Protect the scale and visual prominence of important heritage buildings,
landmarks and heritage places.
> Strategy 1.8 Maintain cultural heritage character as a key distinctive feature of the City and
ensure new development does not damage this character.
60. Clause 21.07 – 1 Residential development
> Objective 1 To provide for new housing while preserving the valued characteristics of the
existing neighbourhoods.
Strategy 1.1 In areas outside the Central City and Urban Renewal Areas, increase
housing quantity and density consistent with the existing character of the area.
> Objective 4 To support a range of housing tenures, types and options to meet the diverse
housing needs.
Strategy 4.1 Support the provision of housing for older people close to public transport
and
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services.
Strategy 4.3 Support the provision of well-designed and managed affordable housing,
social housing, crisis accommodation and rooming houses.
Strategy 4.4 Support the development of well-designed and managed tourist
accommodation close to major visitor attractions in the Central City.
> Objective 5 To ensure new residential developments contribute to the social and physical
infrastructure of the City.
61. Clause 21.16–2 East Melbourne and
Jolimont. The precinct is identified as
follows: “The East Melbourne and Jolimont
area will continue to accommodate
Government facilities, institutions and
businesses in the Treasury and Parliament
precinct. It has an important role in providing
hospital and medical services and
supporting Central City edge business uses
while maintaining residential amenity
through limited development of residential
areas.”
62. Economic Development
> Support the government function of the Treasury and Parliament Reserves
63. Built Environment and Heritage
> Ensure any redevelopment of the sites respects the scale of the surrounding residential
area, heritage buildings and Fitzroy Gardens. Encourage sympathetic infill redevelopment
and extensions that complement the architecture, scale and character of the areas in the
low rise areas of East Melbourne and Jolimont.
> Ensure that development does not adversely affect Fitzroy Gardens, Treasury Gardens or
Yarra Park by minimising the visual impact of buildings and overshadowing of the parks.
64. Infrastructure
> Support hospital, medical and medical research uses in East Melbourne in the
Commercial and Public Use Zones.
65. Clause 22.02 Sunlight to Public Spaces. This policy applies to public spaces throughout the
municipality including parks and gardens, squares, streets and lanes, and privately owned
publicly accessible spaces within developments, including building forecourts, atria and
plazas. Key public spaces are recognised as places of open space significance in the
scheme with the clause noting that development should not cast additional shadow across
the following spaces at key times and dates identified in the planning scheme:
>
>
>
>

Parliament Gardens
Treasury Gardens
Parliament Steps and Forecourt
Old Treasury Steps
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For other public spaces within the municipality, development should not unreasonably reduce
the amenity of public spaces by casting additional shadows on any public space, public parks
and gardens, public squares, major pedestrian routes including streets and lanes, open
spaces associated with a place of worship and privately owned plazas accessible to the public
between 11.00 am and 2.00 pm on 22 September.
In considering the impact of additional overshadowing as set out in this policy, the responsible
authority will assess whether the additional overshadowing adversely affects the use, quality
and amenity of the public space. The following matters will be considered as appropriate:
> The area of additional overshadowing relative to the area of remaining sunlit space
> compared to the total area of the public space;
> Any adverse impact on the cultural or social significance of the public space;
> Any adverse impact on the natural landscaping, including trees and lawn or turf surfaces in
the public space;
> Whether the additional overshadowing compromises the existing and future use, quality
and amenity of the public space
66. Clause 22.05 Heritage Places Outside the Capital City Zone. The Municipal Strategic
Statement identifies that Melbourne has a high-quality, rich and diverse urban environment.
Heritage is an extremely significant component of Melbourne’s attractiveness, its character
and its distinction, and therefore its appeal as a place to live, work and visit. This policy is the
mechanism to conserve and enhance places and areas of architectural, social or historic
significance and aboriginal archaeological sites and to encourage development which is in
harmony with the existing character and appearance of designated heritage places and
areas. Key objectives include:
> To conserve all parts of buildings of historic, social or architectural interest which
contribute to the significance, character and appearance of the building, streetscape or
area.
> To ensure that new development, and the construction or external alteration of buildings,
make a positive contribution to the built form and amenity of the area and are respectful to
the architectural, social or historic character and appearance of the streetscape and the
area.
67. Clause 22.17 Urban Design Outside the Capital City Zone. This clause notes that, It is
important that the valued aspects of the City’s character are not lost through redevelopment.
Where the built form character of an area is established and valued, new development must
respect this character and add to the overall quality of the urban environment. Key objectives
of relevance in this instance include:
> To ensure that the scale, siting, massing and bulk of development complements the scale,
siting, massing and bulk of adjoining and nearby built form.
> To ensure that the height of buildings relates to the prevailing patterns of height and scale
of existing development in the surrounding area.
> To reduce unacceptable bulk in new development.
> To ensure that buildings on prominent sites are designed to achieve a high standard of
design which reflects the importance of their location and extent of their visibility.
> To ensure that building design including the use of materials and activities at the ground
floor frontages of buildings creates and improves pedestrian interest and engagement.
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> To ensure that development uses design and detail to ensure all visible facades (including
the rear and sides of buildings) provide a rich and positive contribution to the public realm.
> To ensure that development contributes to a pedestrian and vehicular network which
ensures pedestrian movement and amenity is a priority and strengthens networks of
pedestrian pathways through an area.
> To ensure that development creates and maintains a high quality landscape setting.
Scale
> The relative size of buildings and their parts be considered in terms of human scale,
building scale, subdivision patterns, and building location and alignment.
> The scale of new development is encouraged to respond to the scale of surrounding
development both in terms of its overall dimensions and the size of its individual
architectural elements.
> In areas where the desire for built form change has been identified, the scale of new
development is encouraged to respond to the scale of the emerging preferred new built
form.
Context
> Buildings and works are encouraged to respond to the building and settlement pattern of
the surrounding area acknowledging that any development is part of a larger setting and
that each setting is different.
Building Height
> The height of new development should respect the existing built form of the immediate
surroundings.
> In areas where the desire for built form change has been identified, the height of new
development is encouraged to respond to the height of the emerging preferred new built
form character
Building Bulk
The massing and design of large new buildings is discouraged from overwhelming the built
scale of any important pattern and character of existing built form.
The articulation of a building’s form and surface treatment is encouraged to moderate
the apparent bulk by using techniques such as :
> creating contrast between recessive and projecting elements of a building’s various
frontages;
> the apparent subdivision of its street frontages to reflect neighbouring frontage subdivision
patterns; and
> Where these techniques are ineffective, other techniques including dimensional
constraints such as setbacks and reshaping of the building form are encouraged.
Large and Prominent Sites
> New development in prominent locations will be encouraged to use building design,
including the design of certain building elements as well as other techniques of perceived
scale and contrast to acknowledge this prominence.
> Building siting should be used to contribute meaning and positive effect to the public realm
but not at the expense of the important contextual qualities of the built surroundings of the
development site.
> Developments on large sites are encouraged to provide laneway and pedestrian throughblock links.
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> New vehicle crossings are discouraged in many heritage streetscapes
Landscape
> New development is encouraged to respect and maintain the garden or landscape
character of an area where this is a dominant feature of the neighbourhood.
68. Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay
> To conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural
significance.
> To conserve and enhance those elements which contribute to the
significance of heritage
> places.
> To ensure that development does not adversely affect the
significance of heritage places.
When considering the merits of a proposal the authority must consider:
> The significance of the heritage place and whether the proposal
will adversely affect the natural or cultural significance of the place.
> Any applicable statement of significance, heritage study and any applicable conservation
policy.
> Whether the location, bulk, form or appearance of the proposed building will adversely
affect the significance of the heritage place.
> Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance of the proposed building is in keeping
with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings and the heritage place.
> Whether the proposed works will adversely affect the significance, character or
appearance of the heritage place.
69. As the map indicates the site sits within an extraordinary context of historic Victorian
Buildings and places of State significance including some of the City’s oldest public gardens,
and most significant places of Religious and State Government significance for both
administrative and government purposes.
70. The City of Yarra also acknowledges the importance of the area
with a desire that Development should “protect the
silhouette/profile of St Patrick’s Cathedral seen from the
intersection of Brunswick Street with St Georges Road.” (Cl
22.03).

ZONING
71. The existing zoning is PUZ3 Health & Community.
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SCHEDULE 13 TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY
PARLIAMENT AREA
72. The primary design objectives are
> To encourage development to be compatible with the Victorian
character and scale of the area.
> To minimise the visual impact of new buildings and works within the
vicinity of the Fitzroy Gardens and the surrounding public spaces.
73. The intact nature of the precinct save for the Hyatt and the minimal
change that could be anticipated in this location of high social, historic,
landscape and architectural value suggests these character
expectations could only be changed by a dominant proposition arising from the subject site
through changes to the current controls.
Building height
a) Buildings or works should not exceed the maximum building height specified in the table to
this schedule.
b) An application to exceed the maximum building height must be accompanied by a site
analysis plan and a written urban context report documenting how the development will
achieve the specific design objectives and outcomes of this schedule.
c) The site sits within Area 23 where the maximum preferred height is 15 m and where the
amenity of the Fitzroy Gardens is protected from additional overshadowing between 11.00
am and 2.00 pm on 22 March and 22 September.
The current provisions put the onus on the applicant to demonstrate that scale over and above
15m can be accommodated whilst still achieving the objectives of the policy. The proposed
amendment would confuse the ambitions of polices governing the precinct by introducing an
opportunity for a built form outcome akin in scale and footprint to the redevelopment of the Mercy
hospital on the eastern side of the park, a building with a pre-existing larger footprint and legacy
not found on the subject site and located within a setting with radically different land use history as
a neighbourhood and urban character.
Environmental Significance
74. The site sits opposite St Patricks precinct , one of very few sites with
designated Environmental significance in the central city area.
Summary of Local Policy Provisions
75. The review of the policy provisions suggests that the development sits
within abutments to its public streets of high attributed architectural,
urban historic and environmental value. A preferred future character for
these areas is clear and it is of one which acknowledges and responds to
the low scale Victorian Architecture that generally pervades the precinct.
76. In considering matters, as a PUZ3, the justification for increased height for the existing
hospital over and above the preferred heights when balanced against its contribution to a
broader public good has as noted elsewhere been argued in a number of cases.
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77. That said the more recent hospital development on the site in the southern half of the
precinct has observed this goal by closely corresponding to the preferred scale of 15m at the
street interfaces and maintaining a relatively modest increase in scale in the hinterland
associated areas.
78. Similarly the northern side of the hotel site has similarly preserved modest scale in
association with landscaped setbacks to the northern Cathedral Place interface and
observed the characteristics of finer grain subdivision and a campus approach to site
realisation in its realisation.
79. The exception to the observation of the preferred DDO approximation is in the southern
midblock zone opposite the more recent Parliamentary Offices and in the hinterland stepped
L-shaped tower. Its unfortunate presentation above the parapet line of the Government
Offices in Treasury Place is regrettable and should not form the basis for any future
development to its east on the subject land. That said there are lessons from the realisation
of this site that can inform the development of the subject land if like the former example, it is
to be declared surplus to Government need.
a) The first of these is that in general terms the basis of the existing DDO does not warrant
substantial amendment as it is clear that a preferred maximum of 15m is one that
responds most appropriately to the valued attributes of the precinct.
b) Secondly the provision of taller public hospital forms above the preferred maximum
heights should not be relied on in the event of the rezoning of land to a private putpose
when the land sits within a precinct with uniquely significant as a centre of governance and
political life for the State, religious institutions and historic and significant urban parklands
within the city.
80. Given the unique and singular land use and quality of the adjoining concurrently realised
Victorian gardens, churches, terrace housing and parliamentary buildings and administrative
offices and their extent, urban coherence, hierarchy within urban form and siting, significance
and design quality, there should be no question regarding how the surplus government land
in this precinct should be managed. Any change in land use should result in development
that ensures these important qualities and values are not diminished. This will not be
achieved by expanding the development potential through a combination of a plot ratio half
that of the CBD CCZ and DDO that benchmarks itself against the tallest forms on the site
and in the precinct as its basis.
81. Neither the adjoining hotel and its tower and southern street wall or the ridge line of the St
Patricks Cathedral should form the basis for a set of development controls. The height and
mass of the adjoining hotel, an outcome of modest architectural ambition and demonstrably
negative impact on some key views to the precinct is not a benchmark that should be given
weight to the extent that appears to be the case in the accompanying supporting Urban
Design and Architectural analysis.
82. Moreover broader arguments for urban consolidation and optimisation of development must
in this instance be balanced and dismissed or at least diminished in essence against the
other controls which give considerable and warranted weight to the value and contribution of
our urban public gardens and the unique city/park/civic/religious/ administrative transition
between the surrounding residential, health care and sporting neighbourhoods and the
Hoddle grid that this remarkable neighbourhood provides. Whilst mid-rise residential or hotel
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developments enjoy many options within the expanding city for location, we only have one
Parliamentary precinct and one such campus neighbourhood with these ascribed values. As
such the basis for the proposed scale for mixed-use development is not in my view
warranted.
83. In that context it is my view that the urban narrative for the precinct with the change of the
site from a public use to a private use should result in a development that is subservient in
scale and impact to these surrounding places and buildings of Local and State significance.

THE PHYSICAL CONTEXT
84. The following site photos and analysis describe the characteristics of the setting and subject
site that support this position.

Figure 3. Aerial view from the west Reference Google Maps showing the surrounding character as a campus of typically low rise
buildings within a landscape setting

85. The historic Parliamentary Offices precinct was built as a typically 4 and in small locations 5
level built form stepping down to 3 levels at the eastern park interface.
86. The built form of the offices was organised on the city grid alignments divided by a
pedestrian and service lane network. In turn they were integrated with the landscape
structures of the gardens as an ensemble.
87. The Hotham Street axis forms the primary east-west organising axis of the gardens. At the
midpoint it meets the primary north-south path with diagonal paths linking Flinders Street to
the south with Grey Street to the northeast and Cathedral Place to the northwest with the
central axis aligned with the Eades Street axis to the north.
88. The western extension of the path aligns with the main entry to the Parliamentary Offices
extension of the path midway along Treasury Place.
89. This stitching of liveability and important elements of our city governance and history is
similarly characteristic of the relationship of Spring Street with Carlton Gardens to the north,
with the Spring Street axis meeting the central north-south axis of the gardens, anchored at
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the northern end by the World Heritage Listed Exhibition Buildings and in turn the place
where Federation was proclaimed.
The NW/SE diagonal axis terminates with the St Patricks Cathedral precinct with the Hotham
Street gateway to the east anchored by Bishopscourt.
90. This urban morphology and narrative positioning these important precincts on the edge of
the city in a manner that both relates to city and gardens is an important attribute of the place
and something also evident in remnant elements of the St Andrews Complex.
91. To the east of the park, the Message Consultants plans (Diagram 18: Opportunities) takes
comfort from what is described as a recently constructed 13 storey (of a similar maximium
height in the order of RL91 to that proposed in the DDO) building on the eastern edge of the
gardens (k).
92. As many would know the development actually relied substantially on the retention of the
existing hospital shell for its support sitting as it does in direct abutment with other Health
facilities including the Freemasons Epworth Hospital.

Figure 4. Reference East Melbourne Historical Society
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=mercy+hospital+east+melbourne&rlz=1C1CHZL_enAU758AU758&source=lnms&tbm=isch
&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjexd3E8eTVAhVFmZQKHeesAGoQ_AUICygC&biw=1280&bih=591&dpr=2.5#imgrc=An0m3uDi-p8_3M

93. As can be seen from the above image the built form of the hospital was used as the basis of
the repurposing of the form for residential use as shown below with the building relying on
the existing envelope for its support. The existing description in my view might be
inadvertently construed that there is strong strategic support for this scale in the vicinity of
the gardens. It is not my view that this is the case save for where Public and Private
hospitals may get some dispensation arising from historic presence and community benefit.
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Figure 5. Image of redevelopment and repurposing of the former hospital

94. North of the park along a mixed use precinct incorporating taller forms, the former site of the
Dallas Brooks Hall is also the subject of a development known as Eastbourne Apartments.
The development which is advertised as comprising 258 units provides for substantial
mediation of its interfaces with the park with generous setbacks for landscaping and lower
scale built form of typically 6 levels illustrated at the closest street interfaces with a 6 to 7m
minimum landscaped setback and midblock setbacks of in excess of 25m for over 70% of
the street frontage to the gardens. The area north of Albert Street is occupied by a
traditionally mixed use area featuring iconic forms like the Melbourne brewery precinct,
Public Institutions like the Eye and Ear Hospital, Private hospitals such as the Freemasons
and major corporate buildings including the former ICI house . As the major eastern
gateway to the city Victoria parade like Royal parade /Elizabeth Street to the north and St
Kilda Road to the south has a characteristically taller built form hierarchy. East of the Fitzroy
gardens Clarendon Street has had the traditional aggregation of major health institutions to
its north end of the eastern interface and Hotel anchoring the southern end and gateway to
the East Melbourne mixed use precinct. In contrast the subject neighbourhood has as
described in a range of Heritage and planning descriptions retained to a large degree its
Victorian era scale and characteristics.

Figures 6a & b. Showing substantial setbacks that in to quote the architects Bates Smart, ‘’Reads as an assembly of residences
— like pavilions in the park — with the Fitzroy Gardens acting as a grand extension.’’
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The Park Hyatt

95. Notably too, despite arguably an inappropriately scaled tower to the hotel, the broader Hyatt
framework has retained a principle of a campus configuration and has retained generous
provision for landscape buffers to its western neighbours.
96. Lower scale street wall treatments with breaks have been established to the neighbouring
church facilities along Cathedral Place. These are typically 3.5 to 4 levels above street level
and typically up to approximately 13m in height. Similarly the Peter MacCallum Cancer
Centre has retained a campus arrangement of forms broken by substantial low scale or
setbacks to ensure the sense of space and relief and space between buildings is retained.
97. The Message Consultants report suggests the hotel is at its highest point of its roof 48m. As
demonstrated in the subsequent photos, despite its midblock positioning, this has resulted in
small parts of this building being evident above the built form of the Parliamentary buildings
in the Treasury Gardens where previously only government facilities were evident.
98. The proposed building envelope of RL91 is in the order of 5 residential levels higher in form
and its proposed location substantially closer to the east, north and south street abutments
than its existing western neighbour.

Figure 7a Visibility of the Hyatt above Parliamentary Offices

Figure 7b. Aerial view from the east over Fitzroy Gardens (Google Maps)
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Figure 8. Aerial view from the south (google maps)

Figures 9a & b. The St Patricks northern gateway to the Eastern Hill Parliamentary and Civic Precinct

Figures 10a & b. The Brunswick Street/Morrison Place axis showing how the eastern side of the spire and ridge lines are lower
than the west.
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Figure 11. The North eastern corner of Albert Street and Lansdowne Street showing the setback of St Patricks and its landscape
forecourt and interface characteristics and the small footprint of the tallest Hospital forms

Figures 12a & b. Showing the smaller Lutheran Church south of Cathedral Place and lower spire forms flanking the central nave
and substantiall eroded and permeable street edge treatments

Figure 13. Showing the setbacks and scale pf the parliamentary response and the similarly expressed scale and materiality of the
southern third of the existing hospital campus
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Figure 14. View from the south east showing the spire above the lower hospital form and the generous setbacks of parliamentary
buildings extending the garden character to the east into St Andrews Place.

Figures 15a & b. View of landscaped Plaza to Parliamentary offices and view towards the subject site from Macarthur Street over
Tasma Terrace with the main entrance of St Patricks

Fitzroy Gardens and Views
99. The reports prepared by Peter Lovell and Associates and Message Consultants suggest
there are very limited views of the site from the adjoining gardens.
100. My site visit and analysis suggests otherwise with the planting, pathway axial locations and
interface treatments providing many view interfaces between the subject site and the
proposal and suggesting that the proposed building envelope will be visually very prominent
from a number of these vantage points.

Figure 16. View from Albert Road towards the subject site
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Figure 17. View from Albert Road towards the subject site

Figure 18. View within Gardens on the Cathedral Place axis

Figure 19. View from walks within the gardens showing the potential high level of visibility and built form impact within the Fitzroy
gardens with buildings built with zero setback and scale commensurate or greater than the existing hospital building.
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Figure 20. View from within Fitzroy gardens showing the high level of visibility of the subject site

Figure 21. View from junction of paths within Gardens

Figure 22. View from Grey Street alignment path
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Figure 23. Cathedral Place/Grey Street link

Figure 24. EW Walk visibility to subject siteindicates a taller and more expansive building envelope will be visible from extensive
zones within the parklands

Figure 25. View from Cathedral Place/Grey Street link
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Figure 26. View from Cathedral Place/Grey Street link

Figure 27. EW Grey Street walk through the Fitzroy Gardens

Figure 28. EW Grey Street walk through the Fitzroy Gardens
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Figure 29. NE entry to the Fitroy Gardens indicating the northern Cathedral Place and Lansdowne Street frontages will be visible
with proposed built form envelopes and heights

Treasury Gardens
101. The following photos show the level of visibility of the Parliamentary offices.

Figure 30. View from lower path towards subject site shows the unfortunate visibility of the mansard roof of the St Andrews
Hospital northeast building suggesting that new development should be lower if it not to impact on the Treasury Gardens precinct
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Figure 31. Zoomed image of existing mansard over Parliamentary offices suggesting taller and closer buildings will have a
substantial visual impact on the garden. The proposed DDO suggests an outcome some 11.75m higher and some 70m closer to
the southern interface

Figure 32. View showing 3 and 4 level campus scale and breaks between buildings. (note visibility of the Park Hyatt Hotel
indicating that development of the building envelope proposed on the subject site will be visible from within the Treasury Gardens
above the parliamentary buildings.

Figure 33. View from Treasury gardens showing the unfortunate visibility of the Hyatt over the ridge line of the parliamentary
buildings.
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Figure 34. View from Treasury gardens showing the unfortunate visibility of the Hyatt over the ridge line of the parliamentary
buildings suggesting new development should be lower to achieve similar outcomes to that established to not disrupt the St
Patricks Ridgeline

Figure 35. View from Treasury gardens showing the unfortunate visibility of the Hyatt over the ridge line of the parliamentary
buildings

Figure 36. View from Treasury gardens showing visibility of the Hyatt over the ridge line of the parliamentary buildings
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Figure 37. View from gardens towards the parliamentary buildings showing the relatively unobscured relationship in a substantial
part of the gardens between built form and the gardens and the unobsrtructed skyline beyond.

Figure 38. View indicating internal streets and breaks between the parliamentary campus buildings and the Hyatt Hotel taller
tower form.

Figure 39. SE corner Parliamentary office precincts.
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Cathedral Place
102. The attributes of Cathedral Place are particularly low scale and open on the north side save
for the Cathedral form with its ridgeline at RL91.04 tapering to the east. The eastern half of
the site is typically 1 level.
103. The street is anchored by free standing churches at its western end.

Figure 40. Western gateway to Cathedral Place looking SE.

Figure 41. Lateral Cathedral Place side porch entry to Cathedral Place and low scale landscaped interfaces to the street

Figure 42. View to SE corner of the St Patricks precinct showing the landscape low scale response to the adjoining gardens
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Figure 43. The Cathedral plaza is at the Western gateway to the Precinct. The extension of the Bourke Street axis through the
centre of Parliament House terminates at this arrival point and marks the principal entry to the Cathedral itself flanked by towers
to either side of the Nave.

Sites south of Cathedral Place
104. As noted in the report of Lovell Chen, the block bounded by Lansdowne Street to the east, St
Andrews Place to the south, Cathedral Place to the north, and Parliament Place to the west
was predominantly dedicated to civic uses with four churches and the Scotch College School
occupying the site each characterised by landscape settings. There details are shown in the
1899 Board of Works map for the precinct included in the Lovell Chen report.
105. With the subsequent move from the subject site of Scotch College, the proposed St Andrews
Intermediate Hospital established a cranked form that established a large landscaped
forecourt extension of the gardens to Lansdowne Street flanked by wings that held the
corner before cranking to align with the orthogonal arrangement of the CBD grid with the
1930’s section of the Crank Building in Cathedral place a remnant of this form. The early
1899 MMBW detail plan and subsequent aerial pictures demonstrate the finer grain campus
morphology that continued to be an attribute of this site.

Figure 44. The juxtaposition of the Hotel and Church showing the setbacks between buildings, the predominantly 4 storey street
interface with landscaped interface and setbacks stepping up to 2 additional levels. The ridge line of the adjoining church is
referenced in the lower street interface form.
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Figure 45. The scale of the 1930’s crank building is referenced in the setback upper level form setback from the street of the
adjoining hotel.

St Andrews Place and Parliament Place
106. The southern side of St Andrews Place is occupied by government departments in typically
of 3.5 to 5 levels in their street interface.

Figure 46. St Andrews Place
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Figure 47. A generously scaled plaza is located midblock with views and links through to the Treasury and Fitzroy Gardens and
the 3 to 5 level buildings flanking the gardens and street interfaces

Figure 48. South of the subject site generous setbacks and north facing landscape and plaza areas transition the precinct into its
garden setting

Figure 49. The alignment of built form with the city grid opens up the corner to Lansdowne Street and visually connects the site to
the garden setting to the east. 4 level development interfaces with both streets
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Figure 50. A fall of one level down Parliament place provides for 3 to 4 level terrace from to this gateway interface Tasma
Terrace.

Figure 51. A generously landscaped and activated buffering landscape zone separates the hotel from Tasma Terrace to the
west with an adjoining further setback for a cobbled lane linking to the hotel plaza.

Placemaking

Figure 52. Built form to the northern side of the street steps down towards the eastern gardens providing for sunlight
protection to the south landscaped public realm.
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Figure 53. The taller hotel tower form is setback midblock some 60m from Parliament Place ensuring visual impacts on
Parliament Place and the Tasma Terrace skyline is minimised.

107. The eastern Lansdowne Street frontage of the hospital is characterised save for the eastern
tower by lower scale built form at the interface and breaks between a campus of buildings.
Crossovers and a lack of landscaping diminish its integration with the character of the
gardens campus settings to the south and north.
108. Height and views above Parliamentary buildings from Treasury Gardens and from Mollison
Place and Fitzroy.

THE PROPOSED CONTROLS
Typology: The Perimeter Block
109. The proposed DDO envisages a zero setback to the development perimeter rising to 36m to
the Lansdowne Street frontage with lesser 20m street wall heights to the Cathedral Place
and St Andrews Place interfaces. A higher AHD of RL91 is envisaged for the centre of the
site.
110. This height is said to represent 55m above the highest point of the site being the northwest
corner closest to St Patricks Cathedral.
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111. This is in contrast to the preferred 15m height expressed in the current DDO 13. The
justification for the DDO and supporting analysis is said to exist in three reports:
a) Redevelopment Controls for the Former Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre by Message
Consultants Australia Pty Ltd February 2017
b) Heritage Context Report by Lovell Chen – Heritage Consultants August 2016
c) Yield and Development Potential Report by Tessellate Architects February 2017.
112. The draft DDO controls propose:
a) A mandatory maximum overall building height.
b) Discretionary street wall height in Cathedral and St Andrews Place.
c) Mandatory street wall height on Lansdowne Street.
113. In laypersons terms these heights can be compared to the following:
Street Wall Height
a) 20m equates to 6+ storey residential development
b) 36m equates to 11 to 12 storey residential development
c) This is the height of the street wall of the existing northeast corner hospital building but is
proposed to be extended southwards for the majority of the block for its interface with
Lansdowne Street.
Maximum Height
d) The proposed maximum height of RL91 is 55m at the northwest end of the site and 63.1m
when measured from the southeast street corner. This equates to 18 to 21 residential
storeys with a setback of 10m from each of the street interfaces to this height.
114. Presently more than 50% of the frontage of the existing hospital to Lansdowne Street is
between 4.3m and 12.3m in height or 1 to 3 Storeys with the corner rising to a height closer
to 20m at its highest south eastern extent.
115. The older northwest hospital ‘crank’ building angled to the street is only 17.2m in height or
equivalent approximately to a 5 level residential building to the parapet; a height
predominating though the centre of the site.
116. The St Andrews Place interface of existing built form to the east of the lane presents the
hospital as consistently below 20m in height, with indented zones and a consistently rebated
upper level for much of its length.
117. West of the lane the limited material provided suggests the hotel built form rises
approximately to 7 levels of accommodation capped by an open tennis court zone, stepping
up and back two further levels to the west of these courts for the balance of this southern
street interface. A substantial and generously canopy-treed courtyard separates the western
end of the hotel and the rear of Tasma Terrace to the west.
118. Somewhat disappointingly the analysis accompanying the amendment is remarkably broad
in its assessment of heights given the material value ascribed to both precincts, the open
space and the buildings therein, many of State significance of the highest order.
119. Tasma Terrace for example is denoted as being between 5 and 9 storeys and 14 to 28m in
height leaving the assessor with an unhelpful and inaccurate understanding of its form.
120. As shown below this is somewhat misleading with the building appearing as 3 levels at the
gateway to the Park Hyatt and 4 levels at its interface with St Andrews Place.
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121. The proposal seeks to encourage vehicle access of St Andrews Place. This is in a context
where the adjoining buildings of significance do not have this attribute and where the obvious
pedestrian oriented nature of both the Parliamentary offices and gardens and the role of
these streets as primary pedestrian networks would seek no vehicle crossings other than
new interconnecting shared networks.
Gardens and landscaping
122. The proposed controls are silent on the role and imperative of landscapes as part of the
landscaping solution for any redevelopment of the site.
123. The controls should propose landscape setbacks to each street interface in response to both
neighbouring development and the significance of the interfaces with which they interact and
their landscape qualities.
Plot Ratio
124. The proposed amendment considers a plot ratio half that of the revised CBD CCZ provisions
as acceptable in conjunction with a maximum height regime to interfaces to protect the
adjoining parklands from overshadowing and disruption of the St Patricks view line from
visual disruption.
125. I would argue that the disruption of the Treasury Place precinct building skyline is also
important and in a State initiated amendment, should be mandated.
126. Unlike the work undertaken in the C270 amendment in support of the 1:18 plot ratio the
current amendment lacks rigour in its application of a 1:9 plot ratio and in my view
establishes an unreasonable expectation of development yield as evidence in the indicative
proposals put forward by the Tesselate report.
127. The illustrative diagrams below indicate potential configurations for the plot ratio general that
meet the DDO configurations but result in my view in outcomes that would have a
demonstrable impact on amenity and would be contrary to the existing planning policies but
would arguably be supportable under the proposed amendment.
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128. Each would be highly visible from the adjoining gardens, each would have a major impact on
background aspects to important ensembles of heritage gardens and associated heritage
significant public buildings, and each would sit at odds with the campus character that has
demonstrably been characteristic of the precinct and indeed the subject site since the cities
settlement of the site.
129. The above scenario would suggest that if a plot ratio provision was to be applied it would
either need to be radically diminished in its ambition and supported by further incentivisation
similar to C270 for outcomes with measurable community benefit that are at present absent
in the proposed amendment. In the absence of this the proposed application of the plot ratio
is in my view unhelpful and hence in my view should be abandoned and replace with
mandated requirements for through-block links, protection of views, additions to landscaped
and public open space and response to adjoining valued scale and amenity.
Recommendation
Abandon the proposed application of a Plot Ratio (9:1FAR) to the proposed site.
130. The DDO is accompanied by a proposed amendment to the pre-existing Design Objectives
for the broader precinct within which it sits and the building heights.
131. The previous Design Objectives were:
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a) To encourage development to be compatible with the Victorian character and scale of the
area.
b) To minimise the visual impact of new buildings and works within the vicinity of the Fitzroy
Gardens and the surrounding public spaces.
132. The revised objectives in contrast, eliminate any reference to the Victorian Character and
scale of the area and the ambition to encourage new development acknowledging this
preeminent neighbourhood attributes.
133. These Objectives are replaced by a set of new objectives that establish an alternative
paradigm.
134. The first to achieve a site responsive well designed and high architectural and urban design
outcome for the site is difficult to argue in most contexts. In this case though the objective in
my view should be amended as follows
Recommendation
To achieve a site responsive, well designed and high quality architectural and urban design
outcome that is compatible with the State Significant Victorian scale, character and
landscaped campus attributes of the area.
135. Dot point 2 seeks,” To manage visual impact of new building mass, height and bulk in a
manner respectful of the site context including public realm, Fitzroy gardens , St Patricks
Cathedral, Parliament House and Treasury reserve precinct. “ In contrast to the earlier and
existing objective which is to minimise visual impact of new building and works, the
amendment seeks to ‘’manage .” The implication is that there will be impacts arising, the
images below demonstrate the potential extent and the likely disputation arising around such
a provision. This is a context of one of the State’s preeminent heritage precincts of built
form, urban design and landscape character and civic importance.
Recommendation
Retain the existing DDO provision and eliminate this dot point.
136. The third dot point seeks to maintain the heritage significance, values, character and visual
prominence of adjacent buildings and places including Parliament House and St Patricks
Cathedral. Notably the Treasury reserve Precinct and Fitzroy gardens are not noted.
137. Clearly their State heritage significance and important amenity contribution to the city and
policy goals more broadly in the scheme suggests they should similarly not have their
values, character and visual prominence diminished. The likely reasoning for these
omissions arises in the impacts that will arise from the proposal.
138. The modelling of the DDO undertaken under my direction by the City of Melbourne using
their interactive model suggests the following sample of images reflect potential implications
of such a provision.
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139. Diagram 1 taken from within the Fitzroy Gardens provides an understanding of the
implications of the proposed control DDO envelope.

140. Diagram 2 indicates the potential impact of adopting the proposed maximum mandated
height of RL91 when seen from the northern end of the precinct.
Recommendation
To the third dot point add “the Treasury Reserve and the Fitzroy Gardens. “
141. The object to encourage a visually engaging pedestrian experience around the site and
where relevant within the site is unhelpful in my view when measured against broader
precinct campus character, through block links and buildings within a landscape predominant
character. The objective needs to be rewritten.
Recommendation
Establish a campus of buildings within a high quality landscape setting inclusive of new
public through-block linkages and generously scaled publically accessible landscape
edges that respond to the setback attributes of the adjoining buildings in the Treasury
Reserve Precinct and development in Cathedral Place and the opportunity for an enhanced
landscape interface with the Fitzroy Gardens.
142. In locations of high pedestrian amenity such as the public gardens and Cathedral on east
west pedestrian corridors linking the East Melbourne residential areas and sporting precinct
to the city Hoddle Gird, it is logical that the south side of the street and eastern footpath to
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Lansdowne Street should be protected from additional overshadowing at the equinox at the
very least between 10am and 2pm.
Recommendation
To dot point 5 amend as follows, “To avoid overshadowing to adjoining parklands and
properties including Fitzroy Gardens, the Treasury Reserve parklands and buildings, the
eastern footpath of Lansdowne Street, and south footpath of St Andrews Place.”
143. The apartment standards and other controls provide sufficient controls for internal amenity in
my view.
Recommendation
Delete Dot point 6
144. The DDO lacks any reference to access and placemaking and affordable housing
145. Further recommendations include the following:
Recommendation
Add a new dot points as follows:
> Remove Perimeter crossovers to Lansdowne Street, St Andrews Street and
Cathedral Place. Ensure all car parking and back-of-house servicing of the site is
provided via new publically accessible connected shared landscaped laneways
linking Cathedral Place and St Andrews Place.
> In any residential redevelopment of the site provide for 10% of housing to be social
housing.
> Ensure that new private development does not detract from the legibility and
landmark hierarchy of primary fine public civic and religious architecture within a
landscape and park setting.

146. Diagram 3 is from within the walking network of the Treasury Gardens as noted earlier
showing the substantial impacts of the adopted scale on the views and visual prominence of
the Treasury Reserve Offices in their relationship with the garden.
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147. Diagram 4 shows the impact from the MacArthur St, St Andrews Place intersection.
148. Whilst clearly the envelope represents the space in which development will occur and not the
outcome, the notion that such an envelope is the starting point is illogical in a place with such
high ascribed value. There is a fundamental conflict between the adopted scale and good
design practice in such a special place. This is not a place that warrants a set of objectives
that seeks to incentivise transformation, quite the opposite it is one that seeks to preserve
what is special and that is low scale form.
149. Missing in the objective is the importance of the holistic and interdependent contribution of
the parts to the whole. The St Patricks Cathedral precinct, the Treasury Reserve Precinct,
the Parliamentary Precinct, the remnant finer grain residential and churches and of course
the urban public gardens when combined with quality streets and boulevards, provide
Victorians with an extraordinarily and largely Victorian ensemble of exemplary places and
building and campus typologies. They should remain self- evidently in my view the dominant
attributes of the area. Similarly to the decision of the proposed merits of the proponents
advocacy for a northern tall hotel building within the Bourke Hill precinct to the top end of
Bourke Street, the inclusion of a perimeter block building in this instance of the height and
footprint enabled by the proposed amendment is one that will clearly have major negative
consequences for how the place is interpreted and how its character and hierarchy will be
understood when measured against what is regarded as special in existing policy.
Buildings and Works
150. The proposed building and works establishes mandatory maximum heights that are in my
view (as evidenced by the preceding images) demonstrably excessive. The case for their
inclusion at these heights has not been made, nor has the case for the absence of criteria
around provision of open space, setbacks, campus character and generation of an outcome
that demonstrably fits within other Local planning scheme ambitions for this area and
decisions made by earlier panels in regard to similar issues of interface between public and
private development such as the C240 Bourke Hill Panel review. These included attributes
of street interface scale and character, appropriate demarcation and height of upper level
form and the protection of important places from impacts either by way of invasive new scale
and form , impact on views and the legibility of the outline and visual prominence of key
buildings versus subordinate new interventions.
151. The proposed heights and street wall approaches are not supported. They should in my view
be replaced with a framework that prescribes minimum setbacks and preferred heights to
Cathedral Place and Lansdowne Street that reflect the special attributes of the area.
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Recommendation
Setbacks and placemaking:
> A minimum 6 m setback for deep planted trees must be provided to the Lansdowne
Street frontage for development up to 5 levels.
> A minimum setback of 3m from Cathedral Place must be provided to the Lansdowne
Street frontage for development up to 4 levels.
> Development above 6 levels is prohibited within 25m of the street interface to St
Andrews Place, Lansdowne Street or Cathedral Place.
> A minimum public laneway width of 10m must be provided through the site linking
Cathedral Place and St Andrews Place.
> A minimum public open space of 10% of site area excluding the through block link
must be provided to integrate seamlessly with either the Lansdowne Street and/or
Cathedral Place interface designed to integrate the development into its landscaped
and urban transitional setting.
> Site development should be realised as a campus of buildings within a canopy treed
landscape setting that extends the buildings in a landscape character of adjoining
interfaces with the Fitzroy Gardens with the precinct.
> Taller built form must be limited to the adaptive reuse of the former St Andrews
Hospital (NE corner building and a mid-block zone setback a minimum of 25 m from
each of the sites 3 street frontages.
> The retained form of the corner form should remain the tallest element in any site
development and must not in its adaptive reuse be expanded by more than 10% in
footprint.
> The preferred height should remain 5 levels noting that as a mixed use zone this
might effectively be the equivalent of 5 x 4m +1m or 21m (6-7 residential floors )
> Additional scale may be supported where it is not visible from key heritage places
and spaces.
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OVERSHADOWING IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED CONTROL
152. The Existing Shadow Diagrams below indicate the existing impacts arising from existing site
development have modest offsite impacts.
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153. In contrast the revised DDO has the following implications.
a) The 11 am outcome for 22nd September indicates that north facades of development in the
Treasury reserve as well as the forecourt plazas and landscapes as well as footpaths will
be overshadowed in a manner avoided in the case of the adjoin hotel through differing
development envelope principles.
b) At 12 noon the time when shadow lengths are shortest, the southern side of the street,
government offices and forecourts remain significantly impacted with shadows extending
almost 20m into the adjoining reserve.

11am September 22nd

12 noon September 22nd

154. At 1pm the south pavement corner landscaped reserve continues to be impacted for nearly
30% of the St Andrews Place frontage
155. At 2pm over 20% of the south pavement and corner landscaped reserve frontage continues
to be overshadowed. The diagram also indicates that without moderation the gardens would
be impacted at this time.

2pm September 22nd
1pm September 22nd
156. The existing controls whilst noting Fitzroy gardens is of high significance as a landscape
place has not imposed higher controls that other city open spaces and places not named as
significant. Presumably this has arisen from State ownership of the site historically and the
principle therein of the State as a responsible curator of the Estate.
157. The following set of diagrams indicates the winter solstice implications of the proposal.
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158. At 11am the entire southern public realm of St Andrews Place is in shade in contrast with an
existing scenario where the eastern public landscapes continue to enjoy access to sunlight.
This would result in St Andrews Place being entirely in shade east of Tasma Terrace as a
result of the poor earlier decision to support the additional height of the hotel tower and
street wall in addition to that proposed in the proposed amendment.
At 12 noon the entire frontage is in shadow including the corner park triangle where
presently more than half is unshaded at this time. Regrettably now in hindsight, the City
open spaces weren’t reviewed as part of C270 amendment process and the subject area
similarly remained unexamined. As I noted earlier, this may have been dure to the relative
absence of land not held in private hands in combination with heritage controls governing
much of the remaining land.

12 noon June 22nd
11am June 22nd
159. At 1pm the shadow cast extends south of the Treasury reserve government buildings whilst
at 2pm a north south length of more than 100m of the Fitzroy Gardens path and parklands to
almost 50m in depth is placed in shade more than quadrupling the potential impacts on the
gardens.

1pm June 22nd

2pm June 22nd

160. In the context of the site moving into private ownership it is logical that a higher standard of
overshadowing controls should be applied to ensure that the amenity of public assets is not
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impacted at all times of year. With high density living and employment, these gardens and
spaces are becoming more valuable at all times of the year.. It follows that the amenity of
the gardens should be protected to a level commensurate with other places of high value.

Recommendation
That the proposed schedule be amended to provide for no additional overshadowing of the
adjoining Treasury Reserve Precinct inclusive of the government offices and St Andrews
place forecourt and parkland areas and Fitzroy gardens at the winter solstice between 10am
and 2pm. This will be achieved as shown through the existing conditions shadows if the 5
level preferred heights in the exsiting DDO are retained to this interface.
Building Design
161. The existing schedule suggests that the character of St. Andrews place is one in which a
street wall character should inform future development responses. The Heritage report
prepared by Lovell Chen demonstrates that indeed the Treasury Reserve precinct is not
characterised by this with only the most recent building built in this manner and with the
eastern buildings opposite the subject site to the south organised on the Hoddle Grid within a
landscape setting with varied setbacks and plazas to the north and with the western end of
the Government offices area similarly arranged. In Cathedral Place as identified earlier a 3m
setback characterises the bulk of the old and new development in the street
162. Hence a more appropriate outcome would incorporate principles as follows.
Recommendations
Delete the existing heights as proposed for the Cathedral Place frontage and replace with
the following:
Cathedral Place
> Maximum building height 4 storeys for development with a minimum street wall
landscaped setback of 3m from the street interface. i.e. 13m to align with the
predominant characteristics street interface levels on the adjoining neighbouring
forms to the balance of the southern side of the street.
> Development of a 5th storey should be setback a minimum of 6m from the street
interface to create a legible podium and recessive upper level.
> Retention and adaptive reuse of the Crank Building and former St Andrews Hospital
corner building is encouraged. Provide for expansion of the horizontal footprint of
each of these 2 buildings by 10% to enable adaptive reuse to occur.
St Andrews Place
> Maximum 5 level height to the St Andrews Place interface.
> Provide varied setbacks to the St Andrews frontage to respond to the valued
attributes of campus development within parklands of the Treasury reserve precinct
to the south.
> Development above 5 levels should be:

Setback from lower levels to create a clear demarcation between street interface
and upper levels,

Should not be visible above the Treasury Reserve Precinct Government Offices
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Should not cause additional off site overshadowing of the Fitzroy Gardens
Treasury Reserve Gardens and Buildings and St Andrews Place south footpath
and abutting plaza and landscape areas.

Lansdowne Street
> Retention and adaptive reuse of the former north east St Andrews Hospital corner
building is encouraged. Provide for expansion of the horizontal footprint by 10% to
enable adaptive reuse to occur.
> Maximum 5 level height to the Lansdowne Street interface.
> Other than the existing corner hospital building, provide a minimum landscaped
setback of 6m to the street interface for built form up to 5 levels
> With the exception of the NE corner hospital built form, development above 5 levels
should be:



NB

Setback a minimum of 25m from the Lansdown Street interface
Should not be visible above the Treasury Reserve Precinct Government Offices
Should not cause additional off site overshadowing of the Fitzroy Gardens
Treasury Reserve Gardens and Buildings and St Andrews Place south footpath
and abutting plaza and landscape areas.
Overshadowing is measured between 10am and 2pm at the winter solstice.

Open space
163. Refer to my earlier advice regarding open space
Building separation
164. The objectives are poorly targeted. The focus of this feature should be to achieve a campus
of buildings that responds to the valued Victorian campus garden character of eastern end of
the precinct and enables a network of streets and paths to traverse the precinct and the
establishment of additional spublic space at the transition between the gardens and the
subject site.
Landscaping
165. The objective fails to acknoweldge the particular valued character of the precinct.
166. Provide treed laneways and deep root planting zones at street interfaces ad within proposed
publically accessible parkland areas that respond to the valued character of abutting Victoria
urban parks.
Vehicle access
167. The proposed outcomes are again without sufficient ambition.
168. As noted earlier access for car and services should be via a new interconnecting laneway
network
Car Parking
169. The second dot point to discourage the provision of above ground parking should be deleted
given that a site responsive outcome should be for a campus of buildings within a high
quality landscape.
170. In that context, all car parking on site should be under building footprints and below ground.
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CONCLUSION
171. The proposed rezoning to Mixed use is logical for a site in this location moving from public to
private ownership
172. For the reasons noted the amendment should not proceed in its current form.
173. The amendment at the very least should be redrafted with the following principles in mind:
174. The existing objectives underpinning DDO13, themselves consistent with other Local and
state policy should form the basis of an amendment. These objectives recognise the special
and interconnected attributes of typically low scale Victorian buildings forming an important
and distinctive landscaped campus neighbourhood character in the Eastern Hill, Treasury
Reserve, Fitzroy Gardens and Parliamentary precincts that transitions the Hoddle Grid and
CBD networks into the adjoining East Melbourne and Jolimont areas.
175. In the absence of public use of the site, controls need to be put in place to ensure that new
private development does not result in detriment through:a) Transformation of the visual hierarchy of the precinct through the imposition of taller and
/or bulkier private development that neither speaks to the values of the precinct identified
as special in heritage statements of significance and Local and State Planning provisions.
b) Overshadowing impacts arising from increases in the scale of development resulting in
loss of sunlight to public streets parks and buildings in what is one of the most valued
places in inner Melbourne.
c) Placemaking that ensures the development stiches together the neighbourhood in a wellmannered way that stitches the precinct into the adjoining parklands and low rise
campuses. Varied landscape setbacks and low rise interfaces to the adjoin heritage
precincts are fundamental attributes of an appropriate response not manifested in the
amendment in its current form. In addition offsite impacts are not sufficiently considered.
176. The analysis of the existing planning and physical context and the lack of well argued
support for the envelopes and proposed plot ratios require radical re-evaluation of the
amendment as noted in my evidence. For these reasons, in its current form the amendment
should not be adopted.
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DOCUMENTS FORMING THE BASIS OF THIS REPORT
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Information Sheet – July 2017
Surplus Statement Fact Sheet
Planning Report – Message Consultants – April 2017
Schedule to the Mixed Use Zone Clause 32.04
Mixed Use Zone Clause 32.04
Design and Development Overlay Clause 43.02
Design and Development Overlay Proposed Schedule
Environmental Audit Overlay Clause 45.03
Parking Overlay Clause 45.09
Parking Overlay Schedule 12
Zoning Maps
Redevelopment Controls Report – Message Consultants – February 2017
Heritage Context Report – Lovell Chen – August 2016
Potential Uses and Associated Yields Tessellate Architects – February 2017
Traffic Engineering Assessment – Traffix Group – November 2016
Public Use Zone Clause 36.01
Public Use Zone Schedule
Design and Development Overlay Schedule 13 Clause 43.02

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and that no matters
of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the
Panel.

Prepared by

Dated

Prof. Rob McGauran

August 2017
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STATEMENT OF EXPERIENCE
1.

My name is Robert Alan McGauran. I have been a director of McGauran Giannini Soon Pty
Ltd Architects, Urban Planners and Interior Designers since 1985 and practice at 10-22
Manton Lane Melbourne.
Qualifications
2.

I have an Honours degree in Architecture from the University of Melbourne, a Bachelor of
Arts majoring in Architectural History from the University of Melbourne and a Postgraduate
Diploma in Business Management from the University of Melbourne Business School.
Professional Roles Architecture
3.

Within the architectural profession, I have held a range of senior roles arising from peer
nomination including:
a) Chairperson of the Architects Registration Board of Victoria
b) Vice-President of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects
c) Chapter and National Councillor of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects
d) Leadership and membership of accreditation panels for the Architectural programs at
RMIT, UOM, UOQ, Curtin University, University of Canberra and Newcastle University and
Deakin University.
e) Jury membership and leadership of Awards Panels for the RAIA
f) Victorian Convenor of the Residential Working Group for the RAIA,

4. Awarded a Life Fellowship to the RAIA in 1999 for contributions to the Profession
5. Adjunct Professor of Architectural Practice Monash University 2012-ongoing
6. Professorial fellow Architecture and Urban Design, Melbourne University School of Design
7. Member Victorian Design Review Panel
My areas of expertise are in Architecture and Urban Planning
8.

I have been director in charge of a number of projects that have won professional design,
development and industry awards including luxury residential, heritage, education, affordable
housing, and environmental design, commercial, retail and industrial developments.
Professional Affiliations –Education, Urban Design and Planning
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

I am a member of the PIA (Urban Design)
I was awarded Fellowship of VPELA in 2010.
In 2010 I was appointed the University Architect for Monash University.
From 2003-2010, I sat on the Building and Estates for the University of Melbourne
I have been a Board member of Melbourne Affordable Housing and then Housing Choices
Australia.
In Urban design, I have held positions on the Priority Development Panel for the Minister of
Planning and Head the Sullivans Cove Design Panel for the State Government of Tasmania.
Member of the Standing Advisory Committee on Local Variations to the Good Design Guide
(most recently reviewing density, car parking, visual bulk, overshadowing and overlooking
techniques)
Sessional panel member for Planning Panels Victoria reviewing amongst other projects the
C11 Urban Villages and C14 Phoenix Precinct in Glen Eira.
Ministerial Advisory Panel appointed by the Minister for the Commonwealth Games to review
the proposed Pedestrian Bridge Link to the MCG and Advisory Committee for Fishermans
Bend.
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18. Research projects with the University of Melbourne, Monash University, DPCD, The City of
Moreland and the City of Darebin participation in Australian Research Council funded
research project into transit oriented development intensification of Melbourne’s transport
corridors.
19. I have assisted in the evaluation of potential for the Arden Metro Precinct for VPA, DEWLP,
and the City of Melbourne.
20. I have prepared Urban Design Frameworks and Structure Plans for key precincts including
the Cremorne precinct and Victoria Gardens precinct in the City of Yarra, the Toorak Village
and Chapel Vision Structure Plans in the City of Stonnington, and the Megamile Structure
Plan and Tally Ho Structure Plan in Whitehorse.
21. I have also been on the DPCD Expert Panel for Activity Centres and acted as consultant on
urban design matters and in particular major projects to Local Councils including City of Port
Phillip, Hobsons Bay City Council, City of Banyule, City of Whitehorse, City of Kingston, City
of Moonee Valley and the City of Yarra.
Within the City of Melbourne I have:
22. Been lead consultant and project director for renewal projects in the CBD including the
Collinsgate apartments and 423 Bourke Street and urban design leader for new projects at
389 Swanston Street, and Lorimer St Southbank.
23. Provided Urban Design Advice to the City of Melbourne on Major Projects including new
developments in Wills St and the proposed Structure Plan for Southbank and earlier Urban
Design framework.
24. Provided Urban Design Advice to DEWLP for the C240 Bourke Hill precinct.
25. Design architect with Eli Giannini for the Icon restaurants at New Quay and the Drill Hall
Affordable housing and community hub, Melbourne
26. The redevelopment of the former Drill Hall in Victoria Street for a Community Hub and
Community Housing.
27. Icon Restaurants New Quay Docklands
28. The new replacement for Ozanam House for VincentCare.
29. I have also participated in the preparation of the Structure Plan for Southbank and
undertaken a number of projects. I have also undertaken a range of residential projects
within the inner Melbourne area including projects in Little Collins Street, Little Bourke St,
Manton Lane, Victoria Parade, Little Lonsdale Street and Victoria Street
30. Within the adjoining areas. To the north I have undertaken work for St Vincent’s Hospital
and provided peer review of St. Vincent’s Private Hospital proposed development for the City
of Yarra and also undertaken a review of the proposed Masterplan Framework Plan for ACU.
To the east of I have undertaken an initial peer review for proposed extensions to the
Epworth Hospital.
31. Projects under my direction have received peer awards in Planning, Urban design and
Architecture. These projects have included campus plans, urban renewal, housing,
affordable housing, sustainable architecture, commercial architecture, institutional
architecture and retail architecture.
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